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Abstract
General political topics, like social secu-
rity and foreign affairs, recur in electoral
manifestos across countries. The Compar-
ative Manifesto Project collects and man-
ually codes manifestos of political parties
from all around the world, detecting polit-
ical topics at sentence level. Since man-
ual coding is time-consuming and allows
for annotation inconsistencies, in this work
we present an automated approach to top-
ical coding of political manifestos. We
first train three independent sentence-level
classifiers – one for detecting the topic
and two for detecting topic shifts – and
then globally optimize their predictions us-
ing a Markov Logic network. Experimen-
tal results show that the proposed global
model achieves high classification perfor-
mance and significantly outperforms the
local sentence-level topic classifier.

1 Introduction

The Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP), initi-
ated by Volkens et al. (2011), collects party election
programs (so-called manifestos) from elections in
many countries around the world. The goal of
the project is to provide a large data collection
to support political studies on electoral processes.
A sub-part of the manifestos has been manually
topically coded by political scientists. Each man-
ifesto sentence has been labeled with one of over
fifty political topics, divided into 7 coarse-grained
domains.1 While manual annotations are very use-
ful for political analyses, they come with two ma-
jor drawbacks. First, it is very time-consuming

1https://manifestoproject.wzb.eu/
coding_schemes/mp_v5

and labor-intensive to manually annotate each sen-
tence with the correct category from a complex
annotation scheme. Secondly, coders’ preferences
towards particular categories might cause annota-
tion inconsistencies and disallow for comparability
between manifestos annotated by different coders
Mikhaylov et al. (2012).

Automated topic classification of political mani-
festos does not only save human resources, but it
additionally provides comparable and reproducible
annotations. Thus, in this work we develop a super-
vised framework for classifying the broad domain
of sentences in political manifestos, with the spe-
cific goal of assisting human coders. Our pipeline
consists of three different classifiers predicting the
domains and domain shifts between pairs of ad-
jacent sentences. They rely on a variety of fea-
tures including bags-of-words and semantic textual
similarity (STS) (Agirre et al., 2012; Šarić et al.,
2012). In the second step, we exploit the global
context of the manifestos and combine the sentence-
level predictions of these three local classifiers in
a global Markov Logic-based optimization setting
(Richardson and Domingos, 2006), where we intro-
duce additional global information as constraints
on the prior distribution of topics, topic shifts and
sequences of topics.

We evaluate each of the local classifiers and
show that the introduction of global information
is justified by the fact that the globally-optimized
Markov Logic classifier significantly outperforms
the local topic classifier and reaches the satisfactory
performance of almost 80% F1 score.

2 Related Work

The body of work on automated analysis of po-
litical texts is substantial (Grimmer and Stewart,
2013). Approaches to classification of political
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texts can be roughly divided into two major groups
– dictionary based methods (Kellstedt, 2000; Young
and Soroka, 2012) and methods that employ super-
vised classification models (Purpura and Hillard,
2006; Stewart and Zhukov, 2009; Verberne et al.,
2014; Karan et al., 2016). The idea behind all
dictionary-based methods is similar – they first
identify words that distinguish categories and then
measure the occurrence frequencies of those words
in texts, regardless of whether the task is recogni-
tion of racial policies from media sources (Kellst-
edt, 2000) or detection of affects and sentiment in
political texts (Young and Soroka, 2012).

The counting principle of the dictionary-based
approaches might be suitable when classifying
larger fragments of text such as paragraphs or
whole documents. However, all dictionaries are
of limited coverage and are thus unable to capture
less obvious indicator terms. This is even more
emphasized when classifying short texts (e.g., sen-
tences) as it is unlikely that many dictionary words
will appear in such a short text. Along with the fact
that sets of indicator words need to be compiled
manually, this is why the research focus shifted
to supervised classification models. Stewart and
Zhukov (2009) label 8000 Russian military state-
ments and train an ensemble of classifiers to predict
whether the statements originate from activists or
conservatives. Purpura and Hillard (2006) propose
a two-level hierarchical classification of US legisla-
tive documents using support vector machines and
standard TF-IDF weighted bag-of-words features.
Karan et al. (2016) propose a very similar approach
for classifying Croatian legal documents, using
only document titles as input. Considering that
titles are significantly shorter pieces of text, they
combined traditional bag-of-word features with se-
mantic vector representations (i.e., word embed-
dings) to avoid the sparseness issues.

Classification of short texts has been shown to
be more challenging than document level classi-
fication. Short texts contain less words and thus
require an additional semantic information, as op-
posed to only lexical (i.e., symbolic) input. Phan et
al. (2008) build a framework for classifying short
and sparse text and web snippets. They use ex-
ternal databases, such as MedLine, as the source
of semantic knowledge that reveals hidden topics.
Similarly, (Hu et al., 2009) exploit world knowl-
edge to cluster short text snippets. The snippets do
not provide enough vocabulary overlap when using

only bag-of-words representations. Therefore, the
authors enrich the text with internal semantics, i.e.
deep understanding of the text, and external seman-
tics from resources like Wikipedia and WordNet.
The lack of appropriate knowledge bases for the po-
litical domain, however, make such approaches not
applicable in our case. Instead, besides lexical fea-
tures, we rely on word embeddings – general vec-
tor representations that capture well semantics of
words – to topically classify manifesto sentences.

Hachey and Grover (2004) classify the rhetor-
ical status of a sentence for text summarization.
Besides lexical features, they add information such
as the position of a sentence in the document and
named entities. They then apply sequence labeling
to predict rhetorical roles for a sequence of sen-
tences in a document. Similarly, in this work we
combine various sources of information for local
sentence topic classification. We then include these
classifiers in a sequence labeling model for identi-
fying globally optimal topic sequences of a given
manifesto. We decide to employ Markov logic
network as a sequence labeling model because it
has been already successfully applied to numerous
sequence labeling tasks in natural language pro-
cessing (Poon, 2010; Che and Liu, 2010; UzZaman
et al., 2012; Zirn et al., 2011).

3 Topic Classification of Political
Manifestos

Our goal is to support human annotators to assign
manifesto sentences to political categories. The
CMP distinguishes between over 50 fine-grained
political categories that are grouped into seven topi-
cal areas: External Relations, Freedom and Democ-
racy, Political System, Economy, Welfare and Qual-
ity of Life, Fabric of Society and Social Groups.

We first build a local sentence-level classifier that
predicts one of the seven topics based on the infor-
mation extracted from the sentence. Next, we em-
ploy two topic-shift classifiers that predict whether
two adjacent sentences are on the same topic or
not. Finally, we add information on distributions
of topics and topic sequences on top of the pre-
dictions and combine all components in a global
Markov Logic framework, which determines the
optimal topical classification for all sentences of a
manifesto.
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3.1 Local Topic Classifier

The local sentence-level topic classifier makes pre-
dictions taking into account only the information
from the sentence itself. To this end, a linear SVM
classifier with the following set of lexical and nu-
merical features was employed:

1. The bag-of-words term-vector of the sentence;

2. The topic of the preceding sentence;

3. The semantic similarity between the current
and preceding sentence, which is computed
by greedily aligning most similar words from
the two sentences. Let P be the set of greedily
aligned pairs (w1, w2) of words (where w1 is
from the first sentences, and w2 is from the
second sentence). The raw semantic similarity
between the sentences is then given as:

sim(s1, s2) =
∑

(w1,w2)∈P
cos(vw1 , vw2)

where vw is the semantic embedding vector of
the word w. We used the pretrained set of 200-
dimensional GloVe embeddings2 (Pennington
et al., 2014) to compute the raw semantic sim-
ilarity score. Because the similarity given by
the above-mentioned formula depends on the
length of the sentences, we normalized the
score by the length of the sentences

4. For each topic class we also computed a nu-
meric feature indicating the level of relative
relevance of the sentence words for that class.
We computed the relative frequencies of lem-
mas in sentences belonging to each of the
topic classes on the train set. For example, if
the word “social” appeared n times in all sen-
tences of the train set labeled with the topical
class “Social Fabric” and these sentences to-
gether contain N words, then n

N is the relative
relevance of the word “social” for the “social
security and welfare” topic. Let rr(w, c) be
the relative relevance of the word w for the
topical class t. The relevance score of the sen-
tences s for the class t is then computed as
follows:

rs(s, c) =
1

|s|
∑

w∈s
rr(w, c)

2http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.
zip

where |s| is the total number of words in the
sentence s. For each sentence, one relevance
score (i.e., one feature) is computed for each
of the topical classes.

3.1.1 Topic-Shift Classifiers
We employ binary classifiers that predict whether
two given adjacent sentences are on the same topic
or not. We used the following set of features for
the detection of local topic shifts:

1. Bag-of-words term-vector of the first sentence
(f1);

2. Bag-of-words term-vector of the second sen-
tence (f2);

3. Length (in no. words) of the first sentence
(f3);

4. Length (in no. words) of the second sentence
(f4);

5. Semantic similarity between the two sen-
tences (f5, cf. Section 3.1);

6. Ngram overlap between the two sentences
(f6) – the number of shared content words,
normalized by the length of the sentences.

Considering the large size of the feature space due
to the lexical BoW features f1 and f2, we first
attempted to feed all features to a single linear
SVM classifier. However, we observed that the
numerical features (f3–f6) yield no improvements
in classification performance over using only BoW
vectors (f1–f2). We then fed only the numerical
features to the SVM classifier with a non-linear
RBF kernel and obtained similar cross-validation
performance on the train set as when using the
linear SVM classifier with only the bag-of-words
features. Considering that the two classifiers – (1)
the linear SVM using the bag-of-words features
and (2) the RBF SVM with four numeric features –
address the same task with completely disjoint sets
of features, we decided to incorporate local predic-
tions of both classifiers into the global optimization
framework.

3.2 Topic Distribution Information

In addition to the information we gain from the sen-
tence content, we make use of knowledge about the
distribution and sequences of topics in manifestos.
One salient observation is that topics are usually
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tackled in several consecutive sentences, so succes-
sive sentences tend to share the same label. If we
take this observation a step further, we can measure
the probability of topic transitions (e.g., conditional
probability of a sentence of topic Economy follow-
ing a sentence of topic Social fabric). We estimate
these conditional probabilities on the train set. This
does not only help us to decide whether two con-
secutive sentences share the same label, but gives
us an estimate for probable sequences of topics.

3.3 Global Optimization
Markov logic (Richardson and Domingos, 2006)
can be interpreted as a template language combin-
ing first-order logic with maximum entropy models.
The user can specify types of data and encode prior
knowledge about the information used in the classi-
fication scenario, and it searches the most probable
world given the evidence.

A Markov network M is an undirected graph
whose nodes represent a set of random variables
X = {X1, ..., Xn} and whose edges model direct
probabilistic interactions between adjacent nodes.
More formally, a distribution P is a log-linear
model over a Markov network M if it is associ-
ated with:

• a set of features {f1(D1), ..., fk(Dk)}, where
each Di is a clique in M and each fi is a
function from Di to R,

• a set of real-valued weights w1, ..., wk, such
that

P (X = x) =
1

Z
exp

(
k∑

i=1

wifi(Di)

)
,

where Z is a normalization constant.
A Markov logic network is a set of pairs (Fi, wi)

where each Fi is a first-order formula and each
wi a real-valued weight associated with Fi. With
a finite set of constants C it defines a log-linear
model over possible worlds {x} where each vari-
able Xj corresponds to a ground atom and feature
fi is the number of true groundings (instantiations)
of Fi with respect to C in possible world x. Pos-
sible worlds are truth assignments to all ground
atoms with respect to the set of constants C. We
explicitly distinguish between weighted formulas
and deterministic formulas, that is, formulas that
always have to hold.

Given a set of first-order formulas and a set
of ground atoms, we wish to find the formulas

maximum a posteriori (MAP) weights, that is, the
weights that maximize the log-likelihood of the
hidden variables given the evidence.

3.3.1 Model
We model each sentence of the manifesto as a con-
stant s ∈ S. In the same manner, topics 1-7 are
represented as constants. First, we specify that each
sentence s is mapped to exactly one topic t as a
deterministic formula:

∀s, t : |t|map(s, t) = 1

As we intend to predict the correct mappings,
map(s, t) is our hidden predicate. We introduce
the predicate next(s1, s2) stating that sentence s1
is followed by s2 to model the sequences of sen-
tences in a manifesto. This allows us to encode
our observation that subsequent sentences share
the same topic:

∀s, c : next(s1, s2) ∧map(s1, t)⇒ map(s2, t)

In contrast to the first formula, this one can be
violated with a certain penalty, thus the formula is
given a weight. Estimations about the transition
between two particular topics are modelled alike
by replacing t by particular variables t1, t2.

The predictions from the local sentence
classifiers are modeled with the predicate
localConf(s, t, conf), where conf represents the
confidence for sentence s to be mapped to a partic-
ular topic t. We use this confidence as the weight
for the corresponding formula:

∀s, t : localConf(s, t, conf) ∧map(s, t)

Each of the sentence-pair classifiers is modeled
(separately) via a predicate called flip.

∀s, t :shift(s1, s2, conf) ∧map(s1, t)

⇒ ¬map(s2, t)

It expresses the confidence of a sentence pair be-
longing to two different topics: the label of the first
sentence is “flipped” if the formula is true, i.e. if
the confidence by the classifier (included as the
weight for the formula) is high enough.

4 Experiments

In our experiments we used six U.S. manifestos
(Republican and Democrat manifestos from 2004,
2008, and 2012 elections). In all experiments,
we perform folded cross-validation and report the
micro-averaged results over folds.
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Topic P R F1

External Rel. 83.7 86.6 85.1
Freedom & Dem. 68.0 59.9 63.7
Pol. system 69.7 65.7 67.6
Economy 73.9 77.4 75.6
Welfare & QoL 72.8 72.8 72.8
Fabric of Soc. 74.8 76.0 75.4
Soc. Groups 71.2 67.9 69.5

Micro-avg. 74.9 74.9 74.9

Table 1: Local topic classification, 10-fold CV (%)

Model P R F1

Linear, bow feat. 56.6 54.6 55.6
RBF, num. feat. 98.5 27.4 42.9

Table 2: Topic-shift classification, 10-fold CV (%)

Topic Classification Table 1 shows the results
of the local topic classifier obtained via the 10-
fold CV. The classification performance is best for
External relations (more easily recognizable due to
re-occurring country names) and worst for Freedom
and democracy (as lexical clues typical for this
class tend to frequently appear in sentences of other
topics as well).

Topic Shift Classification The performance of
the two topic-shift classifiers is given in Table 2.
These results indicate that detecting topic shifts
is a more difficult task that predicting the topics
of individual sentences. This is expected, as cor-
rectly identifying the topic shift logically amounts
to correctly predicting topics for two consecutive
sentences.

Global Classification The predictions of local
classifiers are combined with the topic distribution
information in a Markov Logic Network (MLN).
We use RockIt (Noessner et al., 2013) as the MLN
engine.

To evaluate the impact of each component, we
start the experiments with a reduced set of formu-
las and incrementally add more constraints. As
a baseline, we simply use the predictions by the
local classfier (setting L). In the second setting,
we encode rules for transitions (setting T ) between
particular topics. This is directly compared to a
simpler setting S where we just assign consecu-
tive sentences the same label instead of adding an

Setting MaP MaR MaF1 miF1

L 73.5 72.3 72.8 74.9
L,T 80.7 73.1 75.2 78.3
L,S 78.3 74.5 75.9 78.3

L,S,Pbow 74.2 73.0 73.6 75.6
L,S,Pnum 78.6 76.7 77.5 79.3
L,S,Pbow,Pnum 74.4 73.2 73.7 75.8

Table 3: Global classification (validation-set):
MaP/MaR/MaF1 = Macro precision/recall/F1-
measure; miF1 = micro F1-measure

own transition rule for every possible sequence of
topics. The results of these combinations applied
to the validation set are shown in the first part of
the Table 3. Adding the information about consec-
utive sentences and transitions improves over the
local classifier performance for 4 points, reaching
78.3%.

As precision and recall are more balanced for set-
ting S and it needs significantly less rules, we pre-
fer it over setting T for the following experiments.
We now employ the predictions of the topic-shift
classifiers: PBOW are the predictions of the linear
SVM model with BOW features and Pnum denotes
the predictions of the non-linear SVM using nu-
merical features. We first test each one seperately,
then both together (setting L + N ). The lower part
of table 3 shows the results. The best performance
of 79.3% F1 score is obtained for the model using
predictions PBoW . The combination of both sen-
tence pair classifiers drops performance, which is
not surprising due to the performance of classifier
Pnum.

5 Conclusion

We presented an approach for sentence-level topi-
cal classification of party manifesto, which can be
used to assist human coders in the CMP project and
will allow for better reproducibility and compara-
bility of the manually coded manifestos and will
speed up the annotation process. We intend to con-
duct future experiments that evaluate the benefits of
the application to the coding process. Furthermore,
we showed that the addition of contextual and struc-
tural information about the documents improves the
topical classification performance. Our approach
could benefit from a cross-lingual information, i.e.,
from exploiting topical sequences common across
different countries and languages.
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